
 

Welcome to Morgan Creek Digital's digital asset update. It is comprised of a thought piece
from our team. We hope you find this content interesting. Please let us know if you have any
comments or questions or if you would like to speak to a member of the Morgan Creek
Digital team. 

Portfolio News: Groq's Acquisition of Definitive Intelligence

A Reflection of Specialized Hardware for Specialized Software

Groq, a leader in generative AI solutions, has recently acquired Definitive Intelligence,
a Morgan Creek Digital portfolio company specializing in intelligence services,
utilizing API and generative AI technology to enhance enterprise data utilization.1 This
strategic acquisition is aimed at expanding Groq's reach and capabilities in the AI
sector.

Sunny Madra, the former CEO of Definitive Intelligence, will now head Groq's new
business division called GroqCloud. This division is set to democratize access to
Groq's Language Processing Unit (LPU) Inference Engine, fostering the development
of AI applications.2 GroqCloud provides developers with a comprehensive toolkit,
including documentation and code samples, to facilitate innovation. Under Madra's
leadership, the GroqCloud team is committed to enhancing capacity, and efficiency,
and establishing strategic partnerships.

Groq boasts a team of ex-Googlers, including Jonathan Ross, a key figure behind
Google's Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) project.3 Their expertise has translated to its
LPU Inference Engine developments, known for its excess speed and efficiency in
language processing tasks. The engine is designed to deliver low latency and energy-
efficient performance at scale, catering to the needs of customers running Large
Language Models (LLMs) and other generative AI applications.

History of Tensor Processor Unit and Specialized AI Chips

A TPU, an Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), represents a hardware
accelerator developed by Google out of necessity for advanced hardware to support its
extensive machine-learning tasks.4 These units are integrated with TensorFlow,
Google's machine learning open-source framework introduced in 2015, facilitating the
prompt execution of AI models.5

The TPU's value lies in its adeptness at executing complex mathematical operations
that are foundational to specific AI tasks markedly faster than its general-purpose
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counterpart units, CPUs, and its redefining of AI computational architecture. Moreover,
TPUs are engineered for high-volume, low-precision computation, exhibiting
improved efficiency and performance for machine learning applications and neural
network operations like matrix multiplications (used for feed-forward and
backpropagation, which are input and training computations), image recognition, and
natural language processing.6

TPUs, as ASICs, epitomize the specialized hardware approach, offering tailored
efficiency for tensor computations.7 Their architecture, featuring Matrix Multiply
Units (MXUs) and High Bandwidth Memory (HBM), is optimized for parallel data
processing, ensuring high throughput and reduced power consumption.8 TPUs have
undergone several iterations, and perhaps most notably, the Google Cloud TPU v5e,
which underscores the importance of custom AI accelerators for the dual purposes of
training and inference across a diverse array of applications.9 Applications, largely
enterprise-grade, range from chatbots, code, and media content generation to synthetic
speech, vision services, recommendation systems, and personalized models.10

Conclusion

The Groq team will leverage Sunny Mandra and his colleagues to support the
GroqCloud LPU scaling efforts, offering enterprise-grade AI accelerators for managing
language model applications with large compute and memory bandwidth requirements.
Morgan Creek Digital welcomes Groq as part of its portfolio and believes that its
vision aligns with a central tenet of our thesis; the convergence of powerful processors
with generative AI has the potential to bring about major changes and presents
prospects for wealth generation. Exponential software of the digital age requires
exponential hardware, and with recent advancements in processor technology,
characterized by innovations in materials, transistor designs, and specialized
architectures like LPUs and TPUs, there is new promise for heightened computational
power and energy efficiency. From an investment perspective, the interconnectedness
of advanced hardware and software offers unique opportunities reminiscent of the
“pick-and-shovel” investment strategy.

Developers of Generative AI, with their emphasis on content creation models, also
stand to benefit from the synthesis of more sophisticated models, such as the
Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) series, which is feasible because of
enhanced processing capabilities (like Nvidia GPUs). This evolution translates to
tangible applications, such as creating high-fidelity synthetic media and virtual
environments for gaming and simulations. In healthcare, the synthesis of synthetic
medical images aids in training machine learning algorithms, thereby advancing
Generative AI’s capabilities to generate diagnostic content. In gaming, the fusion of
advanced processors and generative AI can produce immersive virtual environments
that rival reality, the goal of Web3 gaming. Both private and public markets are
marked by strategic opportunities, as companies specializing in advanced processor
development, particularly those tailored for AI applications, hold a pivotal position in
the new wave of digital technologies.
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Important Disclosures
The above information reflects the opinions of Morgan Creek Digital as of the time this is written and all such
opinions are subject to change. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by Morgan Creek Digital
as to the accuracy of such opinions, and no liability is accepted by such persons for the accuracy or completeness of
any such opinions.
 
No Warranty
Neither Morgan Creek Capital Management, LLC nor Morgan Creek Digital warrants the accuracy, adequacy,
completeness, timeliness, or availability of any information provided by non-Morgan Creek sources.

This information is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy interests in any investment fund
managed by Morgan Creek Capital Management, LLC or its affiliates, nor shall there be any sale of securities in any
state or jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification
under the laws of such state or jurisdiction. Alternative investments involve specific risks that may be greater than
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those associated with traditional investments.
 
Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation contains certain statements that may include "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of
Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. All statements,
other than statements of historical fact, included herein are "forward-looking statements." Included among
"forward-looking statements" are, among other things, statements about our future outlook on opportunities based
upon current market conditions. Although the company believes that the expectations reflected in these forward-
looking statements are reasonable, they do reflect all assumptions, risks and uncertainties, and these expectations
may prove to be incorrect. Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking
statements as a result of a variety of factors. One should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking
statements, which speak only as of the date of this discussion. Other than as required by law, the company does not
assume a duty to update these forward-looking statements. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The
illustrations are not intended to predict the performance of any specific investment or security.

General
This is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy interests in any investment fund managed by
Morgan Creek Capital Management, LLC or its affiliates, nor shall there be any sale of securities in any state or
jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under
the laws of such state or jurisdiction. Any such offering can be made only at the time a qualified offeree receives a
Confidential Private Offering Memorandum and other operative documents which contain significant details with
respect to risks and should be carefully read. Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any State
securities administrator has passed on or endorsed the merits of any such offerings of these securities, nor is it
intended that they will. This document is for informational purposes only and should not be distributed.

Risk Summary
Interests in the Morgan Creek Digital Fund IV, LP ("Fund") are speculative and involve a significant degree of risk.
Cryptocurrencies and related businesses have limited performance histories, can be extremely volatile, and are not
subject to many of the regulatory oversights over which other investable assets are subject. An investment in the
Fund is suitable only for sophisticated investors and requires the financial ability and willingness to accept the high
risks and limited liquidity inherent in the Units.

There can be no assurance that the Fund will be successful or that losses will not be incurred by the Fund. Each
investor in the Fund must have the ability to bear the risk of loss of their entire investment and must be prepared to
bear such risks for an extended period of time. Investors are strongly urged to consult with their professional
advisors and to carefully review the risk prior to investing.

Performance Disclosures
There can be no assurance that the investment objectives of any fund managed by Morgan Creek Capital
Management, LLC will be achieved. Past performance is not indicative of the performance that any fund managed
by Morgan Creek will achieve in the future. Although Morgan Creek Capital Management, LLC has been presented
with co-investment opportunities in the past, there can be no assurance that Morgan Creek will be presented with
similar opportunities in the future. Further, there can be no assurance that co-investment opportunities will be
available in the future.
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